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How Many Crises, How Many Exceptional 
Policies? • There were many crises: They were all different 

• First: Japan: Post Plaza/Louvre Equity/Real Estate 
Bubble/Crash 1989 

• Response: ZIRP, Exceptional Stimulus Policy 

• Then US 1989-90, 1996, 2006  

• Real Estate Bubble/Sub Prime Crisis 

• Financial System Crisis: Bear Stearns, Lehman 

• Great Recession Real Sector Crisis 

• UK Real Estate Bubble:  

• Bank run on Northern Rock: wholesale funding collapses 

• Then Financial System collapse: RBS, Lloyds, Barclays etc 

• EU: Icelandic Banks, French Real Estate Funds, German Land 
Banks 

• Sovereign Debt Roll over Crisis: Greece, Portugal, Spain, Italy .... 
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But they all had one thing in common: Balance 
Sheets 

•    



Extraordinary Monetary Policies: Financial 
Sector • In Response to the Crisis 

• Bagheot Rule: Provide liquidity at penalty rates against good collateral did 
not apply 

• Keynes’s Rule: If they want Green Cheese give them Green Cheese 

• Fed Reg 13(3) lend to anyone who cannot get accommodation from 
financial system 

• But, under mark to market accounting, a liquidity crisis destroys market 
pricing references and defaults due to failure to access short-term funding 
meant most financial institutions faced insolvency 

• Extreme liquidity preference caused by uncertainty over solvency of 
counterparties 

• Led to a freeze in all financing of the productive sector 

• Creation of Special Vehicles to acquire bad assets 

• Kahn rule:  the financial system is responsible for providing money in 
exchange for the financial assets the public does not want to hold 

• The Central Bank is responsible for providing reserve deposits in 
exchange for the financial assets the financial system does not want to 
hold 

• Payment of interest on all reserve deposits to counter freeze in interbank 
market 

• Removal of Assets from bank balance sheets to reduce uncertainty over 
solvency 
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Policy was Neither New nor 
Exceptional 

• Recommended by Keynes’s Treatise on Money in Response to the 
1930s Crisis 

• Challenged monetary authorities to take “deliberate and vigorous 
action” to reduce interest rates via “extraordinary” monetary policy 
action: 

• “the purchase of securities by the central bank until the long-term 
market rate of interest has been brought down … to any figure at 
which it is itself prepared to buy long-term securities.”… “Thus I 
see small reason to doubt that the central bank can produce a 
large effect ... if it is prepared to persist with its open-market policy 
far enough.”  

• Thus, Keynes not only recommends pushing the rate of interest 
down towards zero, but buying in the long-term market to reduce 
long rates. 

• Keynes notes that these policies are not at all different from normal 
open-market policies, and that the central bank possesses the 
power to set any interest rate, short or long, at any level it desires. 



Extraordinary Monetary Policies: 
Recovery • In Response to the Collapse of lending to the Productive Sector and the 

Great Recession 

• Keynes’s Monetary Policy à outrance  

• Restore Lending to the Productive Sector, Support Investment 

• How to make banks lend more 

• How to make business borrow more 

• Flatten (or Invert) the Yield Curve 

• Lower the short price! {ZIRP}  

• Lower the long price! {QE I,II, III} 

• Swap bills for bonds Maturity Extension Program 

• Make Risk Free assets Risky; Drive Investors to Riskier Assets 

• Stock Market Boom, Mortgage Refinancing Boom 

• Catch 22 Policy:  

• If economy improves allow rates to rise, losses on bonds but higher 
mortgage and financing costs cut off recovery 

• If economy deteriorates extend policy, invest in bonds for capital gains not 
real investment 

• NO NET IMPACT ON INVESTMENT SPENDING OR CONSTRUCTION 



Keynes soon gave up on Monetary Policy 
Alone • It is Expected Profit not financing cost that drives expenditure and 

employment: Effective Demand 

• The problem not only wealth destruction in the banks, it is wealth 
destruction in the households and policies to protect wealth in the 
firms 

• Households could not swap their mortgages for bank deposits the 
way banks swapped MBS for Central Bank reserves 

• Households must earn back their losses and/or reduce 
expenditures 

• Unemployment, falling wages, make this even harder 

• Monetary Policy alone is not enough to start Recovery: 

• Dunkman (1933): "no technique has been devised for placing 
bank {reserves} credit directly at the disposal of the community" 

• Who can spend without fear of loss?? This is the role of Government  



How can Private Sector Rebuild? 
• Sectoral Financing Objectives in response to the Great Recession: 

• Households S>I  Higher Incomes or Lower Consumption to Repay Debt 

• Firms S>I reduce Capacity to avoid losses on Investment, conserve cash 
in liquidity freeze 

• Private Sector Balance = Households + Firms = S>I 

• Foreign Sector Balance: 

• For US: NX < 0, 

• For Europe, Japan NX > 0 

• Public Sector Balance: 

• For US,  Japan Short Term Stimulus G>T rising, Long Term Reduction 
G>T rising  

• for Europe Austerity Short Term G > T falling, Long Term G=T   

• Final Expenditures Y= C + I + G + NX or  

• Sectoral Financial Balances  S-I = T-G + NX  

• Only compatible with Global NX>0 
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US Exceptional Policies 

• Crisis in the Financial Sector 



The Financial System Stops Lending   
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GSE MBS 



Short Treasuries 

Agencies 

Long Treasuries 

Mid Term Treasuries 

Special 



Stage One—Provision of Short-Term 
Liquidity 

• Crisis facilities associated with Stage 1 were 
aimed at providing “short-term” liquidity to 
solvent banks and other depository institutions as 
well as other types of financial institutions. 

• Aimed at improving aggregate liquidity and also 
distribution of liquidity across financial 
institutions. 
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Term Auction Facility (TAF) 
• Announced December 12, 2007 
• 12/17/2007-3/8/2010 (approx. 39 months) 
• Stress in sub-prime market; credit ratings downgrade; stigma problem; Federal 

Home Loan Bank System (FHLB) increased lending by 272% (from $235B to 
$875B) second half of 2007; was directed at depository institutions 

• Authorized under FRA section 10B 
• Auctioned 28 and 84 day discount window loans to eligible depository 

institutions 
• 416 Unique Borrowers, 24 would comprise 71% of all borrowing 
• Total loans issued: 4,214 
• Cumulative lending: $3.817 trillion  
• Peak outstanding: $493 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $347 billion 
• All loans repaid in full  



Central Bank Liquidity Swaps (CBLS) 
• Announced 12/12/07 
• 12/17/2007-2/1/2010 (approx. 38 months) 
• Reopened for select banks , 5/2010-1/2012 
• Foreign banks having difficulty borrowing dollars; implemented to prevent fall in asset 

prices resulting from selling out of positions; was directed at foreign central banks  
• Authorized under FRA section 14 
• Swapped U.S. dollars for foreign currency 

• U.S. not subject to FX risk 

• 10 borrowers (ECB comprised 80% of total borrowing) 
• 569 loans issued 12/17/2007-2/1/2010 
• Cumulative Lending: $10.057 trillion 
• Peak outstanding: $583.13 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $2.887 trillion 
• All transactions were executed in full, in accordance with the terms of the swap 

arrangements  



Single-Tranche Open Market Operations 
(ST OMO) 

• Announced March 3/7/2008 
• 3/7/2008-12/31/2008 (approx. 9 months) 
• Intent was to ease strains in the agency MBS market by 

providing liquidity; directed at primary dealers 
• Provided liquidity via repo operations 
• 19 Borrowers, top 5 borrowed 69% of all loans 
• Total loans issued: 375 
• Cumulative lending: $855 billion 
• Peak outstanding: $80 billion 
• Peak Monthly Usage: $20 billion 
• All loans repaid in full  



Term Securities Lending Facility & 
TSLF Options Program (TSLF & TOP) 

• Announced 3/11/2008 
• Closed: 

• 7/1/2009 (Schedule 1) (approx. 16 months) 
• 2/1/2010 (Schedule 2) (approx. 22 months) 

• Authorized under FRA section 13(3); first time to be used 
• Fed concerned about efficacy of conventional liquidity channel  via depository institutions; repo 

market showing signs of considerable pressures; directed at primary dealers 
• Auctioned  treasury securities to primary dealers for a fee at a term of one month; was implemented 

to provide more acceptable collateral base for trades and prevent settlement fails 
• Under TOP, offered supplementary liquidity in times of heightened market pressure 
• 18 borrowers (11 used TOP), 9 dealers comprised 86% of all borrowing 
• Total loans issued:  560 
• Cumulative Lending: $2.006 trillion 
• Peak outstanding: $235 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $260 billion 
• All loans repaid in full  



Bear Stearns & Maiden Lane I 
• Negotiated March 2008  
• Bridge Loan to Bear Stearns through JP Morgan 

• March 14, 2008−$12.9 billion 
• Repaid with interest two days later  

• Maiden Lane I; created a Special Purpose Vehicle 
(SPV)  
• $28.991 billion 
• Repaid June 12, 2012 



Bear Stearns—JPMorgan Bridge Loan 
Transaction Structure 



Maiden Lane I Transaction Structure 



Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF) 
• Announced 3/16/2008 
• 3/17/2008-2/1/2010 (approx. 23 months) 
• Designed to help investment banks directly by providing cash against 

collateral; directed at primary dealers 
• Authorized under FRA section 13(3) 
• Lent reserves on an overnight basis directly to Primary Dealers; similar to 

conventional discount window lending to depository institutions   
• 18 borrowers, 6 would comprise 92% of all borrowing 
• Total loans issued:  

• 1,021 for PDCF  
• 355 to London affiliates 

• Cumulative lending: $8.95 trillion 
• Peak outstanding: $146.56 billion  
•  Peak monthly usage: $2.47 trillion 
• All loans repaid in full  



AIG Support Operation 
• Revolving Credit Facility 

• Designed to help with liquidity shortfalls 
• $140.31 billion 
• Fully repaid 

• Securities Borrowing Facility 
• Engaged in repos against AIG collateral 
• $802.32 billion 
• Fully repaid 

• Maiden Lane II—SPV  
• Purchase non-agency RMBS 
• $19.5 billion. 
• Assets sold February 28, 2012 

• Maiden Lane III—SPV 
• Was an attempt to “restructure” AIG’s debt to Fed.  
• Purchase multi-sector CDOs against which AIG had written CDSs 
• $24.3 billion 
• Sale of securities allowed repayment to the Fed on June 14, 2012 and repayment of AIG equity interest on July 16, 

2012.  All remaining securities sold August 23, 2012. 

• All required authorization of section 13(3) of FRA 
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More Maiden Lanes 
 



Maiden Lane II Transaction Structure 



Maiden Lane III Transaction Structure 



Stage Two—Provision of Liquidity to 
Borrowers and Investors in Key Credit Markets 

• Departure from conventional LOLR operations. 
• Designed to restart the flow of credit to households 

and businesses through the institution of programs 
designed to provide loans to intermediaries who 
would then purchase new Private debt issued in key 
financial markets. 

• Fed begins to act as “market or dealer” LOLR. 



Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money 
Market Fund Liquidity Facility (AMLF) 

• Announced 9/19/2008 
• 9/22/2008-2/1/2010 (approx. 15 months) 
• Money market mutual funds (MMMFs) experiencing considerable withdraws and forced to 

liquidate positions; first facility to be directed at credit markets; specifically MMMFs 
• Authorized under FRA section 13(3) 
• Made nonrecourse loans to intermediary borrowers to purchase ABCP from MMMFs 
• 11 borrowers (from 7 holding companies), two of which would comprise 92% of total 

borrowing 
• 161 sellers 
• Total loans issued: 1,133 
• Cumulative lending: $217.45 billion 
• Peak outstanding: $152.1 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $97.6 billion 
• All loans repaid in full 



AMLF, Cont’d: Structure 



Commercial Paper Funding Facility 
(CPFF) 

• Announced 10/7/2008 
• 10/27/2008-3/8/2010 (approx. 15 months) 
• Commercial paper (CP) showing signs of stress; source of funding for both 

financial and non-financial businesses; investors wary of the credit and 
liquidity risk; as with AMLF this facility was directed at credit markets; 
specifically the commercial paper market 

• Authorized under FRA section 13(3) 
• Purchased  highly rated U.S. dollar denominated, unsecured and ABCP with a 

maturity of three month; created an SPV 
• 120 borrowers, 11 of which comprised 54% of total borrowing 
• Total loans issued: 1,157 
• Cumulative Lending: $737.07 billion 
• Peak Outstanding:  $350.5 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $226 billion 
• All loans repaid in full 



CPFF, Cont’d: Structure 



Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan 
Facility (TALF) 

• Announced 11/25/2008 
• 3/17/09-6/30/2010 (approx. 14 months) 
• Asset-backed securities (ABS) packaging bank loans, credit card receivables, 

student loans, equipment, etc. began to see an increases in lending standards; 
TALF created to drive new issuances of ABSs; directed at providers of credit 
to small businesses and households 

• Authorized under FRA section 13(3) 
• Made nonrecourse loans to borrowers who bought ABCP from issuers 
• 177 borrowers, 9 of which would comprise 54% of total borrowing 
• Total loans issued: 2,310  
• Cumulative lending: $71.09 billion 
• Peak outstanding: $48 billion 
• Peak monthly usage: $10.72 billion  
• Real Housewives of Wall Street 



Stage Three—Purchases of Medium- 
and Long- Term Securities 

• Designed to further facilitate the smooth operation 
of credit markets through the “expansion of 
traditional open market operations support to the 
functioning of credit markets through the purchase 
of long-term securities for the Fed’s portfolio” 
(Federal Reserve, 2011). 



Agency Mortgage-Backed Securities 
Purchase Program 

• Announced 11/12/2008 
• 1/5/2009-3/31/2010 (approx. 15 months) 
• Designed to help support the housing market by decreasing cost 

of borrowing; directed at the housing market via purchase of 
MBSs 

• Authorized under FRA section 14 
• 16 borrowers, 7 comprising 79% of total borrowing 
• Total Loans Issued: 10,057 
• Cumulative lending:  $1,850.1 
• Peak Outstanding:  $1,127.6 
• Peak monthly usage:  $361.5 
• As of March 1, 2012, $840.79 billion on Fed’s balance sheet 



Government Sponsored Entity Direct 
Obligation Purchase Program 

• Problems in subprime market began to impact the 
market for conventional mortgages. 

• Announced November 25, 2008. 
• Authorized to purchase up to $160 billion in direct 

GSE obligations. 



MBS Purchase Program, Cont’d 



Summary 

• Three facilities (TAF, CBLS, and PDCF) would 
comprise 77.3% of borrowing across all facilities 

• Excluding CBLS, which provided dollar liquidity to 
central banks and not private institutions, thirteen 
banks would comprise 79% of total borrowing 
totaling to $15.418 trillion 
• The top three were Citigroup ($2.654 trillion), Merrill 

($2.429 trillion) and Morgan Stanley ($2.274 trillion) 



Summary, by Facility 



Normal vs. Exceptional 
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Exceptional Policy Response to the Great Recession 

• Learning from Japan, or Friedman, or Keynes 
• ZIRP: Zero Interest Rate Policy end 2008 
• Quantitative Easing 
• Maturity Transformation 
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ECB Exceptional Measures 

• Crisis in Europe was different 
• French and German holders of MBS 
• Sovereign country default 

• Iceland, Ireland 

• ECB policy was primarily to support Sovereign 
Debt Markets 









Enhanced credit support: Fixed rate tender 
procedures with full allotment 

• Following the Bundesbank operating procedures, the ECB lends at auction against 
approved collateral at fixed or variable rates or volumes. Thus banks require eligible 
collateral to bid on ECB liquidity.  When there is a shortage of eligible assets in the 
banking system and interbank lending halts there is a liquidity crisis and banks must 
access the marginal lending facility that charges a premium interest rate to banks that 
are unable to participate in the normal weekly tender auction.  

• The ECB first responded by granting full allotment to banks bidding at the normal 
refinancing operation, but this made the marginal lending facility redundant and 
countered the Bagheot principle of lending against good collateral at a penalty rate. 

• In addition some eligible assets such as sovereign issued bonds deteriorated in quality 
below ECB requirements requiring repayment or the tender of better assets. Thus credit 
rating standards were softened in May 2010 for Greek sovereign- and sovereign 
guaranteed bonds, and a year later for Portuguese bonds and in July 2011 for Irish 
bonds. 

• In May 2010 the ECB bought government bonds directly in the secondary market under 
the Securities Market Program. The support to mark-to-market asset prices improved 
bank balance sheets. 

• However, the larger the proportion of bank assets in the hands of official holders who 
could not accept default meant a larger write-down for private investor in case of default. 
This tended to offset the positive impact of ECB action on interest rates.  





Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) 

 

• Article 14.4 of the Statutes of the European System of Central Banks and 
of the European Central Bank states: 

• “National central banks may perform functions other than those specified 
in this Statute unless the Governing Council finds by majority of two 
thirds of the votes cast, that these interfere with the objectives and task 
for ESCB. Such functions shall be performed on the responsibility and 
liability of national central banks and shall not be regarded as being part 
of the functions of the ESCB. 

• In other words an NCB can undertake any funding operations of its 
domestic banking system as long as the governing council of the ECB 
does not object. 

• This is the equivalent of the Fed Section 13.3 and is commonly referred 
to as emergency lending.  When its national banking system has pledged 
all eligible collateral within the European system of central banks, the 
NCB can extend lending at discretionary credit standards.  



LTROs 
• In addition to the ELA, the ECB  on September 6 2012 decided on 

“additional measures to preserve collateral availability for counterparties to 
maintain their access to the Eurosystem`s liquidity-providing operations.” 

• The ECB suspended ”minimum credit rating thresholds in the collateral 
eligibility requirements for the purpose of the Eurosystem`s credit operations 
in the case of marketable debt instruments issued or guaranteed by the 
central government…” 

• In plain English, it means European banks can pool all sorts of outstanding 
loans of dubious quality into one single “marketable debt instrument” get the 
government to sign a guarantee and pledge the bond as collateral at the 
ECB! 

• The original decision to provide full allotment in the main refinancing 
operations was restricted to only one week, creating uncertainty over its 
maintenance. The ECB had long term refinancing facility available for 
maturities up to three months, but the facility was traditionally not a means 
to conduct interest rate policy. In other words, the ECB would not use the 
long-term facility to manage interest rates. In order to end uncertainty in the 
bank funding market, the ECB under Mario Draghi announced they would 
conduct three-year LTRO`s with fixed rates. 

• The response was almost overwhelming as the LTRO facility rose to more 
than €1.1 trillion during two operations in December 2011 and March 2012. 







Current Policy: 
Outright market transactions (OMT) 
• Despite measures taken by the ECB yield spreads on peripheral 

bonds continued to rise until July 26 2012 when Chairman of the 
Governing Council, Mario Draghi announced that the ECB would  
“whatever it takes” 

• Yield spreads declined and have remained low; capital flight from 
the periphery was reversed and investors moved into high yielding 
Spanish bonds given the explicitly announced put-option from the 
ECB. 

• A week later Draghi formally announced that the ECB would buy 
unlimited amounts of sovereign bonds in the secondary market for 
every country that signed up for conditionality under an ESM-
program. 

• The fiscal objectives in the conditions made OMT a quasi fiscal 
program and hence outside the ECB mandate because the ECB 
actions depend on  fiscal authorities ability to meet preconditions.   
As a result OMT is under investigation by German court. 

• All OMT purchases will be treated “pari passu” in case of default. 

• The OMT is a put on prices and which makes Sovereign 
investments in peripheral bonds virtually riskless. 





Germany 

Spain 

Italy 
Portugal 

Greece 





Target 2 ECBS Level Playing Field 
• Spanish importer buys from a German company 

• Spanish importer finances the payment with a loan from Spanish Bank 

• Spanish bank can’t fund in international or local market 

• Spanish bank issues acceptance as collateral for advance from the 
Banco de España.  

• Banco de España issues “temporary” credit line used by Bundesbank to 
provide funds to German exporter’s bank. 

• The bank acceptance on the Banco de España balance sheet is 
balanced by Target 2 liability. This Target 2 liability is a Bundesbank 
Target 2 asset. 

• This asset is balanced by a liability to the exporter’s bank. The exporter’s 
bank provides the exporter with a deposit credit.   

• The Spanish bank loan to the importer is thus transferred to the exporter 
as a deposit in its German bank.   

• Normally the deposit would enter EU capital flows providing a Spanish 
claim on Germany offsetting the Spanish importers loan. 

• When capital flows ceased, there is no offset and T2 balances may 
accumulate without limit. They replaced capital flows and reached around 
1 T Euro 





The Essence of the ECB Support Policy 

• The banking system is allowed to pool securitize into “marketable” bonds 
which will receive a “guarantee” from the sovereign state. As the ECB 
accepts all sovereign guarantees the new marketable bonds are almost 
money good. 

• The bonds can be pledged as collateral at the national central bank, 
which in turns receive the right to manufacture euros from the centralized 
central bank 

• The national central bank provide euro liquidity (and dollar through the 
swap line if needed) to the banking system. 

• As a gratitude for the state guarantee, the banking sector will buy 
government bonds for the euros received from the NCB 

• That said the banks are obviously not reluctant to buy these bonds since 
the OMT put provided by the ECB guarantees the price through an 
implicit yield ceiling. 

• In this elaborate scheme developed since the crises erupted the ECB is 
bailing out both banks and sovereigns by allowing monetization of 
increasingly dubious assets. 



Non-ECB Support Measures: EFSF, ESFM,ESM 

•  A bilateral loan facility of €80bn was created for 
Greece,  administered by the European Commission 
with advice and funding from the IMF.  

• When this quickly proved insufficient the European 
Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and SPV capable 
of issuing bonds for €440bn., but with no capital 
paid.  The EFSF was combined with the European 
Financial Stabilization Mechanism (EFSM) capable 
of raising €60bn using the EU budget as collateral. 

• The EFSF was supplanted by the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM), but its disbursments (€188bn) 
will run alongside ESM capacity until the last 
disbursement is repaid in 2048. 







ESM • Direct Loans 

• A member without market access or at unreasonable rates can receive a 
direct loan. A memorandum of understanding must be signed detailing 
the adjustment program to get the nation back on a sound footing.Money 
paid in tranches which may consist of several disbursements conditional 
on progress. 

• Precautionary Financial Assistance 

• A precautionary credit line can be established for a country deemed 
sound in the form of A pre-conditioned Precautionary Conditioned Credit 
Line (PCCL) or the more stringent Enhanced Conditioned Credit Line 
(ECCL) for one year extended for two more six-month periods. 

• Primary Market Support Facility (PMSF) 

• Instead of a direct loan, the ESM may engage in primary market 
purchases.  The ESM can also buy in the secondary market in order to 
manipulate bond yields. 

• Recapitalization of Financial Institutions 

• The ESM may provide a loan to for the specific purpose of recapitalizing 
financial institutions. The ESM will not provide a loan if banks have not 
tried to tap private market for capital first. ESM loan will be senior to all 
other capital, the problem of subordination thus re-emerges, now  in the 
banking sector. 



Other Securities Market Measures 
• Collective Action Clauses (CAC) on all new euro area government bonds 

• Transfer of ECB profits from SMP.   

• The ECB under SMP bought Greek bonds at a discount but were 
repaid at par producing ECB “profits”. The “profit” would be 
transferred to the Greek ministry of finance. However since the ECB 
cannot engage in fiscal policy, the “profits” were sent back to the 
owners of the ECB according to their share of the capital stock and 
were then transferred to Greece. 

• Debt-buy backs.  

• Some of the money Greece received was used to buy back debt in 
the market at a discount in order to reduce the nominal value of 
outstanding stock, but these buy-backs have a tendency to increase 
the market value of outstanding stock and usually do not provide 
long-term debt relief. 

• PSI will be sought in exceptional cases 

• The preamble of the ESM Treaty states that a proportionate private 
sector involvement shall be sought in exceptional cases. While it does 
not state what exceptional, Greece must have been regarded 
exceptional as they forced a “voluntarily” PSI in the winter of 2012. 







Other operations: Quantitative Easing 
In January 2009, under a remit from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Bank established a subsidiary company, the Bank of England Asset Purchase Facility Fund (BEAPPF), with the initial 
objective of improving the liquidity of the corporate credit market by making purchases of high-quality private sector assets. In March 2009 the remit was extended to allow the MPC to use the 
Asset Purchase Facility to make purchases of assets (now including gilt-edged securities) in pursuit of its monetary policy aims. 

The accounts of the Fund are not consolidated with those of the Bank. But the Fund is financed by loans from the Bank and those loans are included in “other assets” in the chart above. They 
account for the bulk of the increase in “other assets” since March 2009. The Bank’s loans to the Fund were in the initial phase financed with a deposit by the government’s Debt Management 
Office with the Bank. Since March 2009, as already noted, the Bank’s loans have been financed by increased reserves liabilities on the Bank’s balance sheet. See the Asset Purchase Facility 
Balance Sheet Impact pages for more information. The transactions of the Fund itself are reported separately. See Asset Purchase Facility Quarterly Report page for the latest report. The 
greatest part of the Fund’s purchases has been of gilts. 

The Special Liquidity Scheme was introduced in April 2008 to improve the liquidity position of the banking system by allowing banks and building societies to swap their high quality mortgage-
backed and other securities for UK Treasury Bills for up to three years. As these trades are stock lending transactions they are off balance sheet. The drawdown period for the scheme closed on 
30 January 2009. For more information see the Special Liquidity Scheme pages. 

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/Pages/apf/balancesheetimpact.aspx
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/Pages/apf/balancesheetimpact.aspx
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/other/markets/apf/quarterlyreport.aspx
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/other/markets/apf/quarterlyreport.aspx
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